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Abstract
Handling uncertainty and dynamic changes in data sets supposed for analysis is
always been challenging task for data analytics community. The same challenges even
inherited to the embryonic big data analytics which are generally mentioned as veracity
and velocity properties. Indeed, in case of big data, handling uncertainty and dynamism
data could be more typical because of the scalability factor which is a result of data
storage in distributed file system structure. In order to overcome difficulties of handling
uncertainty and dynamic changes in big data analytics and considering efficiency
provided by fuzzy associative classification techniques in handling uncertainty of data, we
propose a dynamically scalable fuzzy associative classifier extraction model for Mapreduce framework. The important contributions of the paper is that it proposes a data
driven fuzzy generalization approach for handling uncertainty, Tid-list based
classification approach for easy scalable computation among multiple nodes and data
chunks driven updating of classification model in case of dynamic changes to dataset with
respect Map-reduce framework. The experimental evaluation results shows that the
proposed Map-reduce model for fuzzy associative classification rule extraction can
efficiently handle data uncertainty and dynamic changes to data stored in distributed file
system, along with satisfying scalability factor.
Keywords: Fuzzy associative classification, MapReduce, Data Veracity, Dynamic data

1. Introduction
The digital data floating from various fields including e-commerce, social media,
health and economic industry etc., is continuously throwing challenges to knowledge
processing community for providing effective storing and analytical techniques. The
handling of this immense data resulted from human cognitive process is currently referred
as big data analytics [1]. The primary challenge in big data analytics is handling
scalability of ever increasing data. This scalability can be offered by distributed file
system.
The distributed file system offers scalability by dividing the data into chunks and
storing the chunks into disk and whenever the present disk is full the next chunk is stored
in another disk. The other advantage of the distributed file system is its reliability which
offered by storing same chunk of data into multiple disks by which even if a disk is get
failed it can recover data from other disks to ensure high reliability. Out of different open
source distributed file systems available Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [2]
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offered by Apache is shown its significance by huge number of applications and
adaptation by data service provider. The flexibility of implementing on common service
hardware and incorporating MapReduce frame work are primary reasons for success of
HDFS.
MapReduce [3] is computing framework introduced by Google inc., for distributed
processing of data files. The effectiveness of MapReduce is derived from its efficiency in
scaling the parallel computation on large number of commodity systems. The MapReduce
computing performs parallel processing in Map and Reducer phase. Where the Map phase
perform local processing of data stored at local files and Reducer phase perform
consolidated processing of global data gathered form Map phase. The MapReduce
computing in-order to organize communication between local and global processing
phases make uses of the <key,value> pair where Map phase takes <key, value> as input
and generates intermediate <key,value> which will be used by Reducer phase. The dataset
domain where ever MapReduce framework supposed to apply the programming should
organize according <key,valure> pair methodology. The smooth transition and
computation paradigm offered by <key,value> model making knowledge discovery filed
to scale MapReduce framework for huge volumes of data processing. Along with HDFS
the MapReduce is also being used in other specialized distributed processing applications
like Apache Mahout, Apache Spark, MangoDB, Hive etc.
Machine learning with synonym of data mining is been part of human digital life with
scientific and commercial fields including e-business, health care industry, Internet of the
Things applications, home security systems etc., [4]. The machine learning can be
realized using techniques including association rule mining, classification, clustering and
time series analysis. Out of this different technique classification found a major
application in distributed learning with applications such as machine learning,
recommender systems, targeted campaign, credit risk management, medical diagnosis etc.
Considering real time significance of classification there are proposal in literature which
can perform distributed learning from distributed file systems using classification
techniques random forest, Ada boosting, SVM and rule base models [5]. Out different
classification techniques scaled on distributed file system associative classification
techniques shown their worth in accuracy and easy adaptation to different types of
datasets [6]. The worthiness of associative classification technique derived from its
adaptation of frequent item sets extraction methods for extracting relationship between
attribute item sets and class label. Because of these exhaustive exploration associative
classification techniques offers most accurate and easily interpretable results than any
other classification technique.
In performing associative classification over big data stored in distributed file system
the primary challenge is addressing voluminous nature of dataset. To address this problem
there are proposal in literature which adopts scalability principle in conventional mining
algorithms [7] to successfully drag the conventional mining algorithm on MapReduce
architecture and success fully address the huge volume challenge of big data. At the same
time one can notice most of the proposal in literature ignore the tow important birthright
problems of big data those are uncertainty and dynamic increments in data.
Data uncertainty which present as unrelated or over fitted data values in big data sets
are result of data collection from heterogeneous and unanimously situated sources in huge
quantity. In the present scenario of Big data the uncertainty of data is defined as Veracity
property out of popular 4-V properties. Mainly the data uncertainty can found in structural
and unstructured data sources which are collection of Sensor networks, social networks
and web sites [8]. In current research most of the proposals for Bigdata analytics
concentrate on parallelizing conventional mining algorithms for MapReduce framework
in order to handle its volume but at the same time they ignore Veracity properly.
In research literature we can found many strategies to efficiently handle or mitigate the
uncertainty in data so that effective information can retrieve out of it [9]. Out of different
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statistical methods the fuzzy logic methods shows its significance by reflecting human
perspective in handling uncertainty of data. By using fuzzy logic [10] uncertainty can be
handled by mapping the data to human perspective label with mapping degree in between
0 to 1 which reflects the relatedness to respective label.
The other property of Bigdata which overlooked by many of the mining technique is
velocity [11]. That is in real time big data applications data will dynamically incremented
for the purpose of effectiveness in analytics. The situation will be worse with distributed
file systems. There are effective data mining models like erasable item set mining [12] for
incremental data updates and single scan to handle dynamic increment as well decrements
[13] in data mining literature, but these models need to explore on MapReduce framework
in order to handle ever scaling distributed file systems.
Considering real time importance of handling data uncertainty and dynamic
increments in big data we propose fuzzy associative classification driven
MapReduce model for effective learning satisfying velocity and veracity properties
of big data.

2. Research Literature
In the resent research literature we can found various conventional machine learning
algorithms extend to perform analytics over Bigdata. Even though the most common
factor among these algorithms are MapReduce paradigm they use different computing
models including Apache Spark and Mahout [14] for conventional data processing in
quick mode, CGL-MapReduce [15] for handling data streams, Amazon EC2 [16] for
processing in cloud environment etc. Using these computing models, in order to answer
the voluminous properties of Bigdata we can found machine learning algorithms for
frequent pattern extraction [17], classification [18], and clustering [19] algorithms
extended on MapReduce computing paradigm.
Out of different classification models associative classification plays a vital role in
learning and predicting application because of its accuracy and interpretability.
Considering the importance of associative classification in real time applications we can
found proposals to perform associative classification over big data which includes Tid-list
based [20] based conventional associative classification model, and intuitive fuzzy
associative classification model [21]. Even though these associative classification models
for MapReduce computing paradigm successfully answer the voluminous property of big
data they fail to answer the Veracity and Velocity properties of Bigdata. Considering this
drawback this work attempts to propose associative classification model for MapReduce
computing paradigm that can handle Veracity and velocity properties of Bigdata.
Veracity is the form of uncertainty which may happen due to less quality sensors,
aggregated data for the purpose of privacy, usage of statically wrapped variables etc. In
literature we can found machine learning applications for uncertain data including
frequent patter mining from uncertain data [22], classification of uncertain data objects
[23], clustering uncertain dataset [24], and outliner analysis of dataset [25]. Even though
there are ample number of models to explore uncertain data there is lack of models to
handle data uncertainty over MapReduce applications.
Dynamic data mining [26] which deals with efficient handling of increment and
decrements of data is been a major research interest of knowledge engineering
community. One can found dynamic data mining applications in all fields of data mining
including association rule extraction [27], classification [28], and clustering [29]. Out of
these various kinds of applications of dynamic data mining we can found proposals
evolved for classification applications including incremental decision trees [30] and
incremental concept induction [31]. Specific to associative classification there are
applications called Associative Classification based on Incremental Mining [32] and
incremental classification application for intruder detection [33] and incremental
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associative classification for distributed databases [34] but best of our knowledge there is
no proposal which can perform incremental associative classification over MapReduce
framework.
Considering the explored things mentioned in above literature survey i.e., the lack of
MapReduce base learning techniques satisfying uncertainty and dynamic nature of big
data, this work proposes fuzzy associative classification technique for MapReduce
framework for effective learning satisfying velocity and veracity properties of big data.

3. Fuzzy Associative Classifier Extraction from Uncertain Bigdata
The typical MapReduce structure for processing Distributed File System (DFS) is
shown in the Figure 1. The same architecture is adopted for the proposed fuzzy
associative classification extraction from uncertain big data. In a typical MapReduce
framework the uncertain and ever incrementing data collected from heterogeneous
sources will be stored in DFS which is popularly available as Hadoop distributed file
system (HDFS). In HDFS there is a master node where the data supposed to be stored will
be submitted which will store in 3 replicated copies in distributed mode. The applications
of HDFS adopt the MapReduce computing paradigm for computation where the Map
nodes will access the disks and process at local level in parallel. The local data processed
at local level will consolidated at one or more Reducer nodes.

Figure 1. MapReduce Architecture for Processing Distributed File System
In order to realize effective learning rules generation from Bigdata satisfying veracity
and velocity properties on MapReduce framework we propose 3-JOBs of MapReduce
computation model (Dynamic MR_FAC) which includes
MRJob_1. Fuzzy associative classification rules generation by tackling
uncertainty of data.
MRJob_2. Updating existing classification model when new data added to
existing Bigdata.
MRJob_3. Efficiency calculation of test rules.
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3.1. Fuzzy Classification Rule Generation from Uncertain Data on MapReduce
Computing Paradigm
In order to overcome the short comes introduced by data uncertainty result of data
extraction from heterogeneous sources we adopt fuzzy logic model which instead of
crisply deciding class relatedness of an attribute value, it will generate value among 0 to 1
to show relatedness of variable value to class label. So that the data evaluator can
experiment or decide about the degree of the variable to which level it can be considered
for generating classification rules.
If an attribute value xi ∈ Ac can partition into fuzzy sets Lj = {L1… Lk} with a specific
membership value given by attributes fuzzy membership function µ c. where Lj(xi) =
𝑗
µ𝑐 (𝑥𝑖 ) should satisfy equation (1).
𝑗
𝑗
0 ≦ µ𝑐 (𝑥𝑖 ) ≧ 1 & ∑𝑘𝑗=1 µ𝑐 (𝑥𝑖 ) = 1

(1)

If an attribute Ac is categorical then the every unique value xi ∈ Ac will be considered
as a fuzzy partition and µ c (xi) = 0 or 1.
So by using fuzzy logic base class mapping given in equation (1) the level of
uncertainty of a variable with respect to label can be decided. So then the evaluator can
use threshold value between 0 to 1 to keep or sack the particular variable in taking
business decisions. But the introduction of the fuzzy logic will make the basic changes in
generating class label based association rules which is presented in following paragraphs.
The fuzzy support for a fuzzy set Li with respect to a distributed data sub set Dy with n
number transactions {t1…tn} is given by equation (2).
𝐹𝑆𝑦 (𝐿1 , 𝐿2 ) =

∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝐿1 (𝑡𝑗 ),𝐿2 (𝑡𝑗 ))
𝑛

(2)

The fuzzy associative classification rule extraction is special case of fuzzy association
rule extraction. The class label based fuzzy generalized set support calculation process the
equation (2) will be updated as equation (3).
FSy (L1 , L2 → c) =

∑n
j=1&tj [Ac ]=c Min(L1 (tj ),L2 (tj ))
n

(3)

In case of distributed environment where data set D fragmented horizontally among N
number of systems then the global fuzzy support of a class label based fuzzy generalized
set 𝐿 → 𝐶 is calculated with equation (4).
Global_FS (L→C) =

∑𝑁
𝑦=0 𝐹𝑆𝑦 (𝐿→𝑐)
𝑁

(4)

The fuzzy global confidence of the fuzzy generalized associative classification rule
L→C is calculated by equation (5).
FC (L→C) =

Global_FS(L → C)
⁄Global_FS(L)

(5)

Using the equation (4) and (5) the calculation can be performed for generating fuzzy
class label based association rules. But considering target generating uncertain
classification rules from big data using MapReduce framework the work proposes
Algorithm-1 to fulfill the task.
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Algorithm-1. Fuzzy class label base association rule generation using MapReduce
framework for uncertain data.
Input: Data set loaded in HDFS
Output: Global Tid-list and classification rules
Map():
S1. Read the data chunk assigned
S2. for each transaction Ti do
S3. Generate fuzzy membership values of each attribute using equ.1
S4. Create a new row in Tid-list representing Ti
S5. If combination of attribute value and class label of record Ti is not present
Create same as a new column label in Tid-list
S6. Else If combination of attribute value and class label is present in Ti then
store fuzzy value at corresponding entry
S7. Else store value 0.
S8. End
Reducer():
S1. Read all local Tid-list
S2. merge_Tid-list()
S3. create separate columns for each uniq attribute labels in Global_Tid-list
S4. create separate rows for all transactions in Global_Tid-list
S5. Generate class label base association rules with global support and
confidence using (4) & (5).
According to the Algorithm-1 the proposed model first uses Map node computation to
generate fuzzy class label base Tid-list from each loaded data chunk of Map node, then
this entire class label Tid-list will shuffle to corresponding Reducer node according to
their class label to generate global tid-list. For merging two different tid-list it make use of
merge_Tid-list function. In this approach the number of Reducer Nodes is directly
depends upon number of class labels of dataset. The combination of class labels Tid-list
yielded by all Reducer nodes is global class label based Tid-list. Using the resulted Tidlist we can easily generate associative classification rules using global support and
confidence threshold. The process of generating class label based item sets from
generated Tid-list with single scan is explained in [35]. As the parallel processing over
distributed file system mainly involve in item set generation this paper concentrates on
extending MapReduce framework over item-set generation. The rule generation process
which is done over single processor is follows the method stated in standard Tid-list base
classification method [35].
3.2. Dynamic Updating of Classifier with MapReduce Framework:
The dynamic data updating is possible in two ways that is data insertion and removing.
In real time the data removing and inserting will be carried out using data chunks and Tidlist of each data chunk is preserved in distributed file system. In order to update existing
association rule according to change we introduce a pre processing step for updating
existing Tid-list before extracting updated classification rules. The same procedure
adopted for dynamic updating of classification rules shown in algorithm-2. If a data chunk
removed from dataset then the corresponding Tid-list will be removed from set of Tid-list
and remaining Tid-lists will redistribute to among Map nodes by name node. Instead if a
new chunk of data is added to distributed file system then the corresponding Tid-list will
generated by a Map node and added to Tid-list set. Once the new set of Tid-list is formed
then the proposed MapReduce process for associative classifier generation will be
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initiated. The only additional burden in this model is maintain the set of Tid-list, but at
same time the size of Tid-list file ignorable in comparison with actual data size.
Algorithm-2. Algorithm for processing of class label base Tid-list to generate updated
class label based classification rule set.
Input : updated data chunks
Output : updated global classifier rules
S1. If data chunk is removed
Then remove corresponding transaction rows
form Tid-list.
S2. If new data chunks added
Then Load data chunk in a Map node and
generate corresponding Tid-list
S3. Initiate updating associative classifier
generation from new set of Tid-list
3.3. Efficiency Calculation of Resulted Classifier:
In order to test efficiency of generated rules the proposed approach follows the which
is adhere to dynamic increment and decrements of data saved in distributed file system.
According to the proposed approach when a data chunk is assigned to Map node for
processing the 20% of the data will be collected as testing set in 10 X 10 approaches for
evaluating testing classifier. So when the final classifier extracted from the respective
chunks of dataset stored in distributed file system using proposed model, then the
extracted test set used for classifier evaluation. When the dynamically a data chunk is
added and removed accordingly inclusion and deletion will be performed with evaluation
test set.
Algorithm-3. Algorithm for testing the dynamic classifier accuracy on MapReduce
framework.
Input : Testing data chunks, Classification rule set
Output : Global classifier efficiency
Map():
S1. For each instance in test set apply the classifier rule
set
S2. If rule is correctly classified
Then improve true positive count
S3. send total test instances, true positive count to
Reducer
Reducer():
S1. Generate final test instances and final true positive
count by adding forwarded results
S2. Calculate classifier accuracy by dividing true
positive count by total number of instances
According to the proposed approach for testing the classifier at first the Map nodes will
apply the rule set on the test data allotted to us and it will check whether it is correctly
classified or not. The rule mapping process at first divides the rules according to class
label and applies each rule for testing transaction ignoring class label to check whether
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any rule matches or not. When any rule exactly matches to testing transaction then it will
check class label of both are same or not, if class labels exactly match it will consider
properly classified else that map will be ignored. When it is properly classified then it will
be counted as true positive. Finally, all true positive counts generated by Map nodes and
number of test instances will be sent to single Reducer node where all true positive count
added which divided by total number of test instances is going to give the classifier
accuracy. The proposed algorithm for testing dynamic classifier accuracy is shown as
Algorithm-3.

4. Experiment and Evaluations
The proposed methods experimentally evaluated on 8 nodes out of which 1 node acting
as master node and other nodes acting as slaves. The nodes are rich with configuration of
Pentium-i5 processors and 8GB RAM interconnected with 10 GBPS data cable and
accompanied by 1Tb hard disk. The cluster network formed using Hadoop2.0.0-cdh4.4.0
version on systems working with Ubantu 14.4 version operating systems. The
experimental evaluation conduced to measure system performance on accuracy and
scalability with respect dynamic increments and decrements of the data.
The proposed Dynamic-MR_FAC model experimentally evaluated in three levels
which includes classification accuracy over uncertain data, time accuracy with respect to
dynamic changes and scalability of dynamism with respect to map nodes. In order to do
so out of total data 70% of data loaded and classification rules generated as per proposed
model then remaining 30% of data loaded and classification rules generated with
proposed approach and finally accuracy is been calculated. The standard 10 cross 10
division method used for dividing the data into training and testing datasets. To produce
associative classification rules form given training set first map nodes process initiated
and local tid-lists were generated which further used for generating globally supported
classification rules as explained in proposed models. In the experimentation the number of
Map nodes count is decided by the framework itself based on load where the reducer
nodes were initiated based on number of classes in the evaluation dataset.
In order to perform accuracy test with respect to handling data uncertainty we make use
of KDD-96 UC-Census dataset [36] which is open sources classification data set with
more than 1,41,544 data records. The data fuzzy portioning and the level of abstraction
are have been generated by appropriately defining fuzzy sets on crisp partitions obtained
by applying classical discretization algorithm [37] for continuous attributes.
The best claimed accuracies of the standard classification models are C4.5 is 81.91%,
for Naive-Bayes it is 81.69%, and for NBTree it is 84.47%, [38] which are used for
comparative evaluation of accuracy of proposed model. The final observation is that the
proposed model shown 83.91% appreciable performance with respect to c4.5 and NaïveBayes but slightly lower accuracy than NBTree model.
The second phase of experiment conducted in order to evaluate the dynamic nature of
the proposed model. In order to evaluate dynamic nature the training data divided two
sections in 70: 30 ration in 10cross1 validation method. Taking 8-number of core systems,
at first the proposed Dynamic-MR_FAC method was run on 70% of data transactions in
HDFS and applied on training set. For this step the training time was 921 seconds. In the
next step remaining 30% of transactions added to HDFS incremental Dynamic-MR_FAC
method was run with 386 seconds (total: 921sec+386sec=) 1307sec with overall 8
accuracy. Instead of applying MR_Tid-Ac if we go rerun total associative classification
algorithm by remaining 30% of data it is taking 1342 sec which results in (921+1342=)
2,263 seconds. So these experimental result show that the proposed incremental DynamicMR_FAC method compatible in case of accuracy and gives much better time complexity
in comparing to re-running total procedure for dynamic dataset increment.
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As per the intent of third phase of experiment to evaluate scalability of the proposed
classification model, the time efficiency with respect to varying number of system is
recorded. In order to record experiment conducted on 8, 16, 32, 64 number of maps and it
was observed that the proposed model showing the consistence growth in time complexity
as number of systems for computing grows. This shows the scalability factor of proposed
system. The result of scalability factor of the system is shown in Figure 2.

Time in Seconds

System Scalability Test
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

MRFAC

8

16

32

64

Figure 2. Scalability Efficiency with Respect to Varying Number of Maps

5. Conclusion
The efficiency of HDFS in processing big data stored distributed file system
resulting in scaling of conventional data mining algorithms to MapReduce
framework, but most these proposals ignoring two important factors that is
uncertainty and dynamic nature of data which referred as veracity and velocity
properties of Bigdata. Considering the needs of data mining proposals able to handle
data uncertainty and dynamic changes in data and efficiency of associative
classification technique in real-time learning assignments this paper proposes a
fuzzy logic adopted associative classification approach for handling data uncertainty
in Big data and also perform seem less transformation of approach to handle
dynamic increments as well decrements of data. The experimental results of
proposed model for extracting fuzzy class label association rules shows that it can
scale successfully on MapReduce architecture to handle data uncertainty and
manage dynamic increments and decrements to data stored in Hadoop distributed
file system.
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